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Abstract. A standard Min-Max procedure to find critical points for a C1-

functional ip verifying a compactness condition of Palais-Smale type on a

smooth Banach manifold X consists of finding an appropriate class & of

compact subsets of X , all containing a fixed boundary B , and then showing

that the value c = inf^gy- supx€/j <p(x) is a critical level, provided it satisfies

sup (p(B) < c . In this paper, we refine this procedure by relaxing the boundary

condition.

Introduction

Let tp be a C1-functional verifying a compactness condition of Palais-Smale

type on a smooth Banach manifold X. A well-established procedure for ex-

hibiting critical points for tp consists of finding an appropriate class 9~ of

compact subsets of X, all containing a fixed boundary B, and then showing

that the number
c = c(tp , 9~) — inf sup tp(x)

At?x€A

is actually a critical value for tp provided it satisfies

(FO) suptp(B)<c.

Our goal in this note is to relax the above boundary condition in three ways.

First, we shall consider the case where B is not necessarily compact, nor con-

tained in all the members of the class 9~ and for that, we introduce the fol-

lowing

Definition 1. Let B be a closed subset of X. Say that a class &~ of compact

subsets of X is a homotopy-stable family with extended boundary B if for any

set A in & and any r\ £ C([0, 1] x X; X) verifying n(t, x) = x for all (t, x)

in ({0} xl)u([0, l]xB) we have that n({l} xA)£^.

In the second improvement, we will allow supB tp to take the critical value

c. Recall that in the classical theorem, the critical point is obtained by taking a

point that maximizes tp on an "optimal path", that is, a set A £ SF on which

sup tp(A) is essentially equal to c. Condition (FO) makes sure that such a point
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is not on the boundary B. In general, not every point that maximizes tp on

A is necessarily a critical point, however, we will be able to prove an existence

result by merely assuming that not all highest points on a given path A occur

on the boundary, in other words,

M(A; <p)\B / 0   for every A £ &,

where M(A; tp) = {x £ A; tp(x) = suptp(A)}. Since necessarily s\xptp(B) <

c (when B is contained in all the members of 9~), this new condition is

equivalent to

(F'O) A n {tp > c}\B ^ 0   for every AsP.

This result was obtained recently by Brezis-Nirenberg in [BN].

For the third improvement, we recall that in [Gl], the boundary condition

was relaxed in the presence of a dual set in the following fashion: We suppose

the existence of a closed subset F of X such that

(FI)     F n B = 0 and F n A # 0 for all A £ & (i.e., B and F link via &)

and

(F2) inf tp(F) > c.

We then prove (assuming again that B is contained in all members of &")

the existence of a critical point for tp at the level c and on the set F. The

"classical condition" (FO) means that the set F = {tp > c} verifies (FI) and
(F2). Various other more interesting choices of smaller sets F are possible,

and we refer to [Gl, G2] for some examples.
In this note, we prove an existence result that combines all these refinements.

We do not know of an example where the classical results have already failed

and where the following theorem can be applied. However, we believe that its

proof is another interesting illustration of the usefulness of the perturbation

methods initiated in [GP].

Theorem 1. Let tp be a Cx-functional on a complete connected Cx-Finsler man-

ifold X and consider a homotopy-stable family SF with an extended closed

boundary B. Set c = c(tp , 9~), and let F be a closed subset of X verifying

(F'l) Af)F\B^0   for every A £^

and

(F'2) sup<p(B)<c<inftp(F).

Then, for any sequence of sets (A„)„ in SF such that lim„ supq>(An) — c, there

exists a sequence (x„)„ in X\B such that

(i)   lim„ tp(xn) = c;

(ii)   lim„ ||<ty(x„)|| = 0;
(iii)   lim„ dist(.x„ , F) = 0;
(iv)   lim„ dist(jc„ , A„) - 0.

The function tp is said to verify the Palais-Smale condition at the level c

and around the set F (in short (PS)f,c) if any sequence (x„)n in X verifying

lim„ <p(xn) = c, lim„ ||rf^(x„)|| = 0, and lim„ dist(x„ , F) = 0 has a convergent

subsequence.
As customary, Kc will denote the set {x £ X; tp(x) = c, dtp(x) = 0}. The

following is now immediate.
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Theorem 1.bis. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and assuming that tp verifies

(PS)f,c> we obtain that the set F r\Kc is nonempty.

Remark (a). Note that under condition (F'2), the hypothesis (F'l) is equiva-

lent to

M(A n F; tp)\B # 0   for every A e &.

Note also that sup tp(B) < c is automatically satisfied when B is assumed to

be contained in all members of y. It is then clear that conditions (F'l) and

(F'2) are implied by (FI) and (F2) in the case of a homotopy stable family with

a real boundary B .
Before proceeding with the proofs we give a few immediate applications.

Corollary 1. Let X, tp, B, &, and c = c(tp, &") be as in Theorem 1, and

assume that tp verifies (PS)C. Suppose (F'O) and

(F'O) A n {tp > c}\B # 0   for every A£&

and

(F'O) suptp(B)<c.

Then the set Kc is nonempty.

Proof. It is enough to apply Theorem l.bis with the set F = {tp > c} and the

boundary B.

Remark (b). The above corollary applies, in particular, if

(F"0) A n {tp > c} / 0   for every A £ &

and

(F'O) suptp(B)<c.

In that case, the boundary is taken to be B' = {tp < c}.

Corollary 2. Let X, <p, B, &~, and c - c(tp, &) be as in Theorem 1, and

suppose there exists a closed set F verifying (¥' 1) and

(F3) sup tp(B) < inf tp(F).

If tp verifies (PS)C, then the set Kc is nonempty.

Proof. Note that hypothesis (F'l) always implies that inf'tp(F) < c. So either

sup tp(B) < c or sup tp(B) = inf <p(F) = c. In both cases, condition (F'O) and

(F"0) are satisfied. Corollary 1 then applies to get the claim. In the second

case, a critical point can be found on F .

Now consider the following notation

Gc = {x £ X;  <p(x) < c}   and   tpc = {x £ X;  tp(x) < c}.

Corollary 3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, for any S > 0 and e > 0,

(1) there exists A£SF such that

suptp(A)<c + e,    Ac(X\F)uBu(FHKc)s ,    A n F n (F r\Kc)*\B ? 0;

(2) there exists A' £ SF such that

s\xptp(A')<c + z,     A' CGC\JBUKSC,     A' n Lcn K*\B ? 0.
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Proof. (1) If not then the set F' = F\(F n Kc)s would verify (F'l) and (F2)
with respect to &~. By Theorem 1 .bis, this would imply that Ffl^ ^ 0,

which is absurd.
For (2), it is enough to apply (1) to the sets F' = {tp > c} and B .

Remark (c). Under the classical condition: sup tp(B) < c, we obtain the well-

known result about the existence of A £ ff~ with A C Gc L) Kf .

On the other hand, under the conditions (F'"0) and (F"0), we may conclude

that for any d > 0 and any e > 0, there exists A £ SF such that sup tp(A) < c+e

and A C <pc u K* . To see that, it is enough to apply Corollary 3 with B = <pc

and F = {f >c}.
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, we recall the various prop-

erties of Finsler manifolds and the functions defined on them that we will need

in the sequel.
Let X be a C1-Banach manifold with T(X) as tangent bundle and TX(X)

as tangent space at the point x . Recall that a Finsler structure on T(X) is a

continuous function || ||: T(X) —> [0, +00) such that

(a) For each x £ X, the restriction || \\x of || || to TX(X) is a norm on the

latter.
(b) For each xo £ X and k > 1, there is a neighborhood U of x0 such that

7;II IU < II lUo < k\\ \\x   for all x £ U.

If 0: [a, b] -» X is a C'-path, the length of a is defined by L(o) = £ \\o(t)\\ dt.
The distance p(x, y) between two points x and y in the same connected

component of X is defined as the infimum of L(a) over al a joining x and

y. p is then a metric on each component of X (called the Finsler metric), and

it is consistent with the topology of X.
If tp £ CX(X,R), the differential of ^ at x, denoted by dtp(x), is an

element of the cotangent space of X at x, which is the dual space TX(X)*.

The latter, equipped with the dual norm, induces a dual Finsler structure on

the cotangent bundle T(X)*.
Suppose now that x is not a critical point for tp ; then there exists a vector

v(x) in TX(X) such that

(c) \\v(x)\\ < 2\\dtp(x)\\ and (v(x), dtp(x)) > \\dtp(x)\\2.
Moreover, by using a suitable partition of unity, one can construct the pseu-

dogradient vector field v(x) continuously on the set of regular points of tp (see

for instance [P]).

We need the following

Lemma 1. Let tp be a Cx-functional on a complete connected C1 -Finsler man-

ifold X, and let B and C be two closed and disjoint subsets of X. Suppose

that C is compact and that \\dtp(x)\\ > 2e > 0 for every x £ C. Then for each
k > 1, there exist a positive continuous function g on X and a deformation

a £ C([0, 1] x X; X) such that for some to > 0, the following hold for every
t£[0,t0).

(i)   a(t, x) — x for every x £ B .

(ii)   p(a(t, x), x)) < kt for every x £ X.

(iii)   tp(a(t, x)) - tp(x) < -eg(x)t for every x £ X .

(iv)   g(x) = 1 for all x £ C.
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Proof. Fix k > 1, and use (a), (b), and (c) above to find for each x, £ C, a

chart f: Ut -> TXi(X) and vt £ TXi(X) such that

(1) j£lllU<IIIU<*IIIU   for all x e C/,-

and

(2) ((^o/;-1)'^), p^) > ^11^^(^)11   for all v 6 MU,).

Let Vi c Uj be an open neighborhood of x, such that for some S, > 0,

(3) BW^dcUt   and   B(f(Vi),di) c MU),

where B(W, 8) denotes the ^-neighborhood of the set W in the appropriate

metric.

Since C is compact, we can find a finite covering (Vi)f=x to which we can

associate a continuous partition of unity (Xi)?Lx ■ Let I: X -* [0, 1] be a con-

tinuous function such that

l(  ) = il       ifxeC>

(X)    10      ifxe(X\ur=1^)u5.

Let So = min{r5i, ... , 8m} and to = d0/(l + k2). Starting with ao(t, x) = x,
we define by induction on j   (1 < j' < m), the functions

,,     v     / ff\fj(aj-x(t, x)) - tl(x)Xj(x)Vj/\\Vj\\)       if aj-i(t, x) £ Uj,
ai(t, x) = <    '

\ aj-x(t,x)   otherwise.

We now prove that if t £ (0, to), we have for each 1 < j < m ,

(4) OLj(t, x) is well defined and continuous.

(i.e., fj(aj-x(t, x))-tl(x)Xj(x)Vj/\\Vj\\ £ f(Uj) if Xj(x) ± 0 and oy_i(f, x) G

(5) p(otj-X(t, x),aj(t, x)) < kl(x)Xj(x)t;

and

(6) <p(aj(t, x)) - tp(aj_x(t, x)) < -sl(x)Xj(x)t.

Indeed, for 7 = 1, (4) follows immediately from (3). To show (5), let x be
any point in Ux , and consider the path 0-1(5) = ax(s, x) (0 < s < t) joining

x to ax(t, x). We have

p(x,ax(t,x))<      \\o'x(s)\\ds<k        ^i(ai(5))      ds = kl(x)xi(x)t.

To show (6), let x £ Ux and use the mean value theorem to find 6 £ (0, 1)

such that

<p(ax(t,x)) - tp(x) = tp o /f1 (fx(x) - tl(x)Xx(x)-^-fj - tp o /,-'(/iW)

= tl(x)xx(x)((tpof-x)'(fx(x)-6tl(x)xl(x)^ , ^ .

It follows from (2), that if x £ Ux then

tp(ax(t,x)) - <p(x) < -el(x)x\(x)t.
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The same trivially holds when x 0 Ux since then Xi(x) — 0.

Suppose now (4), (5), and (6) verified up to j - I, and let us prove them for

aj(t, x). First note that (5) and the triangular inequality give

7-1

(7) p(x,aj_x(t, x)) < ktl(x)Y,Xk(x) < kt.
k=\

Since t < do/1 + k2 , we get that p(x, aj- x (t, x)) < S0/2. But this implies that
for any x £ supp(/7) with a,_i(7, x) £ Uj we have

(8) p(x, aj-X(t, x)) = inf{L(o); a joining x to o,-_i(t, x) and o c Uj},

because if such a path a leaves Uj, we would have that L(o) > do in view of

the fact that p(x, X\Uj) > do . But if a c Uj joins x to a,_i(?, x) we have

L(a) = J \\o'(s)\\ ds>\ja    ^fMs))     ds

-I  I  ^sfMs»ds     ={\\fj{*j-x(t,x))-fJ(x)\\Xr

It follows that

\\fj(aj-x(t, x)) - fj(x)\\Xj < kp(x,aj-x(t, x)) < k2t.

Hence

fj(aj-x(t, x)) - tl(x)Xj(x)^j - f(x)      <k2t + t< S0.
\\VJ\\

This implies that fj(aj_x(t, x)) - tl(x)Xj(x)Vj/\\Vj\\ £ fj(Uj) whenever x £

supp(^) and otj-i(t, x) £ Uj, which clearly proves (4).

For (5), consider the path Oj(s) = ffx(fj(aj-X(t, x)) - sl(x)Xj(x)Vj/\\Vj\\)

for 0 < s < t and note that

p(aj_x(t, x),aj(t, x)) < L(Oj) <  I \\o'(s)\\ds < kl(x)xj(x)t.
Jo

Assertion (6) is also shown as in the case / = 1 by using the mean value theorem

between o,_i(7, x) and aj(t, x). The induction is complete.

Now set a(t, x) = am(t, x)  and  g(x) = l(x)Y%xXj{x).   They clearly

verify the properties claimed in the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let 0 < e, and consider a set A in SF such that

(9) c< suptp(A) <c + e2/8.

We shall prove the existence of xE £ X\B such that

(i) c-e2/8<<p(xe) <c + 5e2/4;

(ii) dist(x£, F) < 3e/2;
(iii) \\dtp(xE)\\< lOe;
(iv) dist(x£, A) < e/2.
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Let  Fe  =  {x  £  X;   dist(x,F)  <  e}, and consider the subspace S?  of

C([0, 1] x X; X) consisting of all maps n such that

n(t,x) = x   foran(f,x)etf0 = ({0}xA')U([0> l]x(A\FE)UB)

and sup{p(n(t, x),x); t£[0, 1], x £ X} < +oc. Since ({0}xl)u([0, l]x

B) cK0, we get that n({l} x A) £ & for all n in J? .
The space S? equipped with the uniform metric 8 is a complete metric

space. Now consider the following perturbations of tp ,

tpx(x) = max{0, e2 -edist(x, F)},

tp2(x) = min{e2/8, edist(x, (A\Fe) u B)}.

Denote by y/ the function tp + tp x + tp2, by Kx the set {1} x A , and define a

lower semicontinuous function /i^-tR by

I(r\) = sup{\\/(r](l ,x));x£A} = supy/(n(Kx)).

Let d = inf{/(?7);  n £ £?}, and note that since n(Kx) £ SF for all rj £ Sf
and since tpx = s2 on F, we get from conditions (F'l) and (F'2) that

I(n) > sup{(tp + tpx)(x); x £ n(Kx)n F} > c + e2.

Hence

(10) d>c + e2.

Consider now the identity function Jj in 2C defined by Jj(t, x) = x for all

(t,x) in [0, 1] x X, and note that

(11) d < 1(7]) = sup{(tp + tpx+tp2)(x) ;x£A}< c+e2/8-r-e2+e2/8 = c+5e2/4.

Combine (10) and (11) to get that Jj is an element in Jt? verifying

(12) I(rj) <c + 5e2/4 < d + e2/4 = inf{/(»/);  n £ &} + e2/4.

Apply Ekeland's theorem ([AE] Corollary 5.3.2) to get n0 in S? such that

(13) I(no)<I(rj),

(14) 8(m,rj)<E/2,

(15) I(n)> I(n0)-(5/2)8^, no)   for all t, in 5?.

Let C = {x £ n0(Kx); y/(x) = max y/(n0(Kx)} and B' = (A\FE) U B . We need

to show that

(16) Cnfl' = 0.

For that we shall prove that for some x > 0,

(17) sup^((^\F£)u5)<maxv/(/yo(^i))-T.

Indeed, by (F'l) there exists x0 £ M(n0(Kx) n F; <p)\B . Hence

max^(f7o(#i)) > maxy/(t]o(Kx) n F) > c + e2 + <p2(x0).

Note that x = ^2(^0) > 0 since xo & B u (A\Fe).  On the other hand since

tpx = 0 outside FE and ^2 = 0 on A\FE, we get from (1) that

sup ip(A\FE) < sup^(^l) < c-r-e2/8.
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Moreover, since sup <p(B) < c, we have

sup^(5nFe) = sup(tp + tpx)(Br\FE) <c + e2.

The last three displayed inequalities clearly imply (17).

We shall now prove the following

Claim. There exists xE £ C = n0(M) such that ||(i^(x£)|| < lOe .

Before proving it, let us show how it implies Theorem 1. First note that since

xE £ C, we have by (13) and (11) that d < (tp + tpx +tp2)(xE) < c + 5e2/4. Since

0 < <px < e2 and 0 < <p2 < e2/8, we get from (10) that c - e2/8 < tp(xE) <

c'+ 5e2/4, which is assertion (i).

For (ii) write xE = t]0(l, x) where, in view of (16), x is necessarily in

FE. Hence dist(x, F) < e. On the other hand, by (14) we have p(xE, x) -

p(t]o(l, x), x) < 8(nQ, tj) < e/2. Hence dist(x£, F) < 3e/2. Note finally that
(iv) is satisfied since x £ A .

Back to the claim. Suppose it is false. Fix 1 < k < 2 and apply Lemma 1 to

the sets C and B' to get a(t, x) verifying the conclusion of Lemma 1 with a

suitable function g and a time to > 0.

For 0 < X < to, consider the function tjx(t, x) = a(tX, n0(t, x)). It belongs

to J?, since it is clearly continuous on [0,l]xl and since for al (t, x) £

({0} xl)u([0, 1] x B'), we have nk(t, x) = a(tX, n0(t, x)) = a(tX,x) = x.

Since 8(t]x, no) < ktX < kX, we get from (15) that I(r\f) > I(no) - skX/2.
Since A is compact, let x^£ A be such that y/(r]x(l, xf)) = I(r]x) ■ We have

(18) y/(nx(l, xf)) - y/(no(l, x))>-ekX/2   for every x £ A.

Since the Lipschitz constants of both tpx and tp2 are less than e, we get

(19) tp(nx(l, xx)) - p(J7o(l, xx)) > -5eXk/2.

On the other hand, by Lemma 1 (iii) we have for all x

(20) ^{Jlx{\ > Xx)) - <P("o(l, xx)) = tp(a(X, n0(l, xx))) - tp(n0(l, xx))

< - 5eXg(no(l, xx)).

Combining (19) and (20) we get

(21) -5ek/2<-5eg(n0(l,Xx)).

If now xo is any cluster point of (x^) when X -* 0, we have from (18)

that r7n(l, Xo) £ C and hence g(n0(l, Xo)) = 1 . Since k < 2, this clearly

contradicts (21) and therefore the initial claim was true. The proof of the

theorem is complete.

The equivariant case

Suppose G is a compact Lie group acting differentiably on the manifold
X, and suppose tp is invariant under the action of G. We then obtain the

same conclusion as in Theorem 1, provided the class & is stable under those

homotopies that are G-equivariant while preserving the boundary B. The
proofs consist of equivariant adaptations of the above arguments, and we leave

them for the interested reader.
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Suppose now Indc is a topological index associated to G. that is Inde is a
mapping from the closed (/-invariant subsets of X into N U {+00} verifying

the following properties:

(11) lndG(A) = 0 if and only if A = 0 .
(12) lndo(A2) >lndo(Ax) if there is a (/-equivariant continuous map from

Ax to A2 .
(13) If K is compact invariant, there exists a closed invariant neighborhood

K* = {x; dist(x ,K)<8} of K so that lndo(Ks) = lndG(K).
(14) lndc(Ax l)A2) < Inda(Ax) + lnda(A2) for all invariant subsets Ax, A2.

For each n , consider the class of sets

Xf = {A; A compact invariant containing B and Indc (A) > n}.

It is clearly (7-homotopy stable with boundary B. The following result is well

known when B = 0 or when sup tp(B) < c.

Proposition 1. Let tp be a G-invariant Cx-functional on X, and consider a G-

homotopy stable family & with a closed boundary B. Set c = c(tp, SF) and

assume tp verifying (PS)C. If c — c(tp, &~) = c(tp, Ym) for some m > I, then

we have

lndG(Kc\B) > inf{IndG(^); A £ &} - \ndG(B n {tp > c}) - m + 1.

In particular, if ^ — Ym+p men

lndG(Kc\B) >p+l- lndG(B n{tp> c}).

Proof. Let U be an open invariant neighborhood of KC\B with the same index.

Also let V be an open invariant neighborhood of B n{tp > c} with the same

index. If the assertion were false, then we get that for any A £ SF, the set

(A\U)\V £ Yi\ ■ This means that the set F = ({f > c}\U)\V and B verify
conditions (F'l) and (F'2) with respect to the class IF. By the equivariant

version of Theorem 1 .bis, F n Kc ^ 0 , which is a contradiction.
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